CDS-9R
Self-service coin recycler kiosk

Improve self-service coin deposit;
increase back-office efficiency

Turn coin handling costs into profit

The CDS-9R is the world's first self-service coin recycler for public use to optimize the cash management process.
This two-in-one self-service cash solution is a convenient one-stop-shop for both bulk cash deposit and dispense,
eliminating the need for costly coin roll dispensers and separate coin deposit machines.

Make coin redemption part of your customer service
 Provide customers with a
convenient coin redemption
option

 Connect coin redemption to
store-branded digital wallets
and rewards programs

Create a new front-end revenue source
 Collect fees from consumers
for coin redemption

 Encourage additional consumer
spend through program tie-ins

 Combine coin redemption
with other consumer services
(prepaid cell phone credit,
layaway, etc.)

 Drive in-store traffic with valueadded consumer services

Reduce coin costs and shortages by recycling consumer coins
 Subsidize back-office cash
recycling with a consumer
coin device

 Eliminate coin shortages with
access to consumer coin device
deposits

 Make coins part of a unified
view of cash transactions

CDS-9R

All-in-one coin handling

Cycle cash efficiently

Control coin costs by recycling

So easy, it's revolutionary

The CDS-9R is a two-in-one self-service coin
machine,functioning as a convenient one-stop-shop
for both bulk coin deposit and coin dispense. The
recycling technology reduces the need to restock
the machine, minimizing CIT costs. When needed,
the CDS-9R is designed for quick and easy filling or
emptying, for minimal downtime.
You'll see a quick return on investment through
dramatically improved cash management at all levels.

The steady flow of cash
into your back office needs
to be counted, allocated
and secured quickly and efficiently. The CDS-9R helps you
control your cash through an efficient cash cycle in all
areas of your business, from internal cash handling to CIT
operations. You'll time and money while allowing you to
focus on improving customer service.

Transform clients' manual coin counts into an enhanced
customer service experience with automated cash
processing. With CDS-9R there will be no more need
for direct coin-roll dispensers and separate coin deposit
machines.

Get more value from your cash

Make the CDS-9R part of your daily operations and stop
spending hours on cash administration and counting.

Specifications

CDS-9R

COUNTING SPEED

Up to 800 coins per minute sorted

DEPOSIT SPEED

Up to 500 coins per minute/dispenser

DENOMINATIONS

Up to 8 different denominations, sorted bulk storage and dispense

COIN DIAMETER RANGE

14 – 33 mm

COIN THICKNESS RANGE

1.0 – 3.5 mm

STORAGE CAPACITY

Coin vault: approx. 33,000 (mixed Euro)

RECYCLING CAPACITY

Coin dispensers: approx. 14, 000 (mixed Euro)

COIN PROCESSING

ETSC-approved sensors meet ECB Article 6 (1) of Regulation (EC) No. 1338/2001.
Fitness sorting, value recognition, counterfeit detection.

DIMENSIONS (WxDxH)

800 x 885 x 1,410 mm (31.5 x 34.8 x 55.5ʺ)

WEIGHT

350 kg (772 lb) (empty coin unit)

SOFTWARE

Connect on-Device™ (standard); XFS-based third-party software (option)

DISPLAY

Two 15ʺ TFT color touchscreens

PRINTER

Receipt printer, 80 mm thermal with present and retract

OPTIONAL PERIPHERALS

Encrypted and Non-encrypted pin pad; Card reader (motor, dip)

NOTE SIDECAR

Supports HCM and MEI note sidecars
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The CDS-9R is a completely new banking solution for
coin deposit as well as coin dispense. Retailers and
private customers in need of bulk coin deposits can
easily make quick and secure deposits.
At the same time, the CDS-9R is perfect for retailers
in need of a daily float. The machine dispenses
all denominations. The device dispenses all
denominations in any mix or split the operator wants.

